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3D laser radar unit in test mount

Specifications in short

Range max 700 meter
Speed 12500 measurements/sec
Accuracy single shot +- 10 cm

Foot print 18x23 cm at 100 meter
Diode laser based LADAR

Wavelength 905 nm
Swat angle max 60 degree at 30 Hz
Laser safetly class 3B at short range
Lasersafety class 1 over 10 meter

Weight of scanner 7 kg
Dimensions 400x180x250 mm

This is a 7 kg device
We have a little 

brother unit that is 
only 2,5 kg. This is 
designed for UAV



Power line inspection of single 3 phase line

Left side
Photo out of 
cockpit with 

power line at left and 
vegetation on right. 
30 meters altitude

Right side
Profile of one scan 90 

degree across the 
power line.

Pls note 3 points in air 
which are the wires



Power line between high trees

Power line deep below 
trees.  Altitude is about 
50 meters. Speed 65 km 
per hour.  We made one 
profile scan per meter

Power line wires are 
the 3 dots in the 

valley between the 
trees.  As we have a 

scale we can see 
distance to vegetation

wires



Power lines from up and down

This shows an area of about 40x400 meter.  This is a 3 
wire power line . Centre of image are some vegetation and 

at left and right sides there are flat fields

Trees are like white islands/areas 
where whiter is higher.  The 2 

vertical lines are the steel 
beams of the pylons



Rail road scanning

Here we  see straight down and 
gray shades tell where the rail road 

surface are. Deeper areas 
beside  the rails are darker.

There are wires and cables beside 
the rail road that are easy to see.



Earlier made scans by a laser radar of a rail road

These scanns was made 
by a short range lower 
speed unit of a rail road 

surface

Left side image have all 
sizes and coordinates. 
Left wall is a rock wall



Forest profile

This is a profile over about 50 meter of a normal 
spruce and pine forest.  Brown points are the second 
reflex from the laser and they are on the surface. This 
image shows that it is not to difficult to pick up the 

height of trees. The top profile say we can see individual 
trees well and get height and get the crown diameter

Surface

Tree crowns



Scanning of small house area

Pls see the white 
house at centre 

where we measured
a 3 D profile over 

the house

Here is the profile over the roof , grass and some trees

Trees and vegetation

Roof

Grass that appears not horizontal as we did not have any gyro logging at test



Road profile scanning

Here we compare a 
photo with aproximatley 
the same content that 

was scanned by the laser 
scanner unit.

Laser scanns in a zig zag 
sinusodial pattern that is 

not fully comparable 
with the photo.



Road with bridge
Road comes from left to right.

The bridge is scanned by the zig 
zag pattern so it appears not 

straight in edges as we have a 1-2 
meter distance between the zig 

zag scanns.
The white line is the cable for 

lamps and the white rectangle is a 
road lamp


